Date: well, Friday's free ...
vol. louder! issue: who cares?

•
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A Camera

An unidentified student (but she's engaged--does that narrow it down?) is caught in action smuggling spoons from the
Commons in a hollowed-out banana. An bust by Campus Security recently revealed an underground silverware smuggling ring.

Silverware. affair touches down on Dordt's campus
J. Brown
Staff Soul Parent

Suspicions had been mounting
throughout this 2005 spring semester, as massive amounts of silverware were being reported missing
by a disgruntled
Carrie Foods
Department. "It started out small,"
said one upset Carrie Foods
employee in a recent Sioux Center
press conference, "but by February,
the signs were too obvious to miss,
and that's when we knew that an
underground silverware ring was
being fostered on Dordt's campus."
The anonymous employee continued after recovering from a 'sudden
breakdown, "I can't believe the
kids would betray us like this. The
pain really cuts like a knife."
Questions were immediately
directed to Donna, the renowned
Carrie Foods card swiper, known
for he~ virtually flawless ability to
recognize and name nearly every
freshman and sophomore on campus. Yet, she couldn't recall any

specific incriminating
evidence,
though she was aware of many students sneaking out extra fluit and
even bagels from the Commons.
Clearly, extreme measures had to
be taken.
An undercover investigation
thus
began
in mid-February
thronghout the Dordt community.

Two weeks later, the criminals
succeeded in the worst massive
break-in-every piece of silverware
was taken from both cafeteria locations. Yet, nothing was captured on
camera.
"It's so frustrating,"
remarked a fed-up Behrens, who
vowed to capture the criminals.
"It's like ten-thousand spoons when
Surveillance cameras were soon all you need is a knife!" But there
installed in both the Commons and wasn't a knife, spoon or fork to
speak of.
The Defender Grille. Carrie Foods
Soon after, an anonymous
and Campus Security collaborated
in what's now
caller eventually led the
being
called
the
most
"By February ...we knew that an team to the
"war
tip that would
intense
underground silverware ring
on ware ever
prove to end
was being fostered on Dordt's
campus".
the ring once
witnessed
at
and for all.
Dordt.
All
Following
involved in the
the late-night lead, security snuck
investigation were sworn to secreup on a group of what appeared to
cy. Heading up the representative
be
well-camouflaged students and
departments were Vice President
followed them to the open field
for Student Services Ken Boersma
behind Southview. The students
and Head
of Security
Matt
Behrens. Yet, after grueling hours
then gathered at the center of the
field, where they pulled off a fake
spent pouring over the security
plot of grass, unveiling a large hole
tapes; nothing was found.

Fast
Forward
Some Shmoe
News Editor

t1

that contained thousands of pieces
of silverware. The mob then procee<led to grab the mverware,
pounding it deep into the field with
hammers. Many profane comments
could be heard regarding Dordt's
"conspiracy to overrule both professors and students in efforts to
gain a football program." "This'll
stop 'em from taking over" and
"Reform my butt" were just some
of the avid cries .
.Campus Security, in reporting
on their successful capture, said
that "it was hard to say what was
most alarming-the
anti-football
mob themselves or the fact that
over half of them were professors."
Fund raiser containers are now
being set up in the library to support the purchase of new silverware
for Carrie Foods.: Each class is
being encouraged to pitch in and
"put their pennies to good use."
The newly established "just-sayno-to-football-mob" wishes Dordt
would do the same.
No names have yet been
forked over to the press ..

Jubilee celebration winds down

New Programs at Dordt

Giant Buddha to Replace The Gift Statue

As a final touch to this year's Jubilee celebrations, Pastor Bajema will conduct a mass
wedding. No ring is needed, but it is suggested that you BYOB/G (Bring your own
bride/groom.) See the full length article on
page PAGE NUMBER 4 for more details.
Also in the works are a debt-foriveness
plan, set up to forgive the debt of all those
graduating this year.
.Based on the luke-warm reception to this
year's festivities, Dordt has no more Jnbilee
events scheduled for fifty years.

In the event that football is not approved
for the fall semester, the funds that have been
allocated will be used to develop several new
programs. New classes will include: Creative
Proposals !OI, The Theory of Wedding
Planning (Class name Phil 211) and a elective
course in Home Planning (Business 333).
In addition, there will be funding for
those currently working on qualifying for
their MRS degrees. Extra credit is planned for
those who tutor others in working towards
their MRS degree.

Under increasing pressure to remain culturally relevant, Dordt has implemented a
new campus design program in addition to
the new football program. The most noticeable change will be a large Buddha Statue
that will replace the current ''The Gift" statue
in front of the classroom building. "We're
really striving for a religiously comfortable
campus." This addition is planned to relax
and refresh students before beginning of
classes.

-.-
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Dordt brings uniforms
to campus
Kaput Ralph
Dutch Preservation
After a growing
trend of "unreformed"
the students at Dordt,
decided to implement
effective

Specialist

concern with the growing
clothing worn by many of
the powers that be have
a school uniform policy,

this coming fall semester.

them to the extent that they would have no mental
capacity for any unreformed thoughts.
When asking students for their opinions, comments were mostly positive. "I love the idea,"
exclaimed Lucy VanderKlompen, "What a great
way to preserve our brilliant European background."

Now, before you become concerned that
you will be forced to wear a simple pair of slacks
and a bIas shirt, have no fear, for Dordt has truly
thrown out all the stops. This coming year, Dordt
students will be able to walk proud in a traditional
Dutch outfit, complete with (you guessed it) kJompen.
But why this style of uniform, you ask? Well,
it has to do with a discussion that was held by a
few concerned staff members in the later parts of
the 2004 fall semester. They were concerned that

the unrestrictive nature of modem clothing tends to
promote free thinking among the students, in addition to making students comfortable enough to
sleep in class.

But Stacy deWhittenburger is not so sure. "I
just don't know," she said, ''The newly proposed
uniforms seem awfully traditional and conservative.

If

we want to encourage

campus diversity, we

should go with more contemporary Dutch clothes."
Of course, the idea that Dordt would try to
directly control the thoughts of students through a
school uniform is nothing short of laughable. No
such idea exist. Dordt is simply looking out for its
students, knowing that inattentivess in class is a
bane that we all struggle against, and anything that
Dordt can do to help its own, Dordt will do.
This new uniform is just one of many changes
to Dordt that will make your learning experience

When coupled with Dordt's obvious Dutch
much more enjoyable. Next year, look forward to
background,
and the naturally uncomfortable
. theremoval of AIC in all the buildings, 28k internature of the Netherlands wear, the members of the net access, and totally closed dorms. Why, with
staff knew that they had an idea that would leave
such forward thinking plans in mind, Dordt is
the students more attentive in class, and preoccupy

assured a strong existence

http://www.chn.nl/default.asp?

The move to make authentic Dutch-wear the norm on campus has
the Dordt students in a frenzy. Should wooden shoes be enforced?

into the next 50 years.

Espionage unleashed:
Malgal Ourpal
Guest Pysch Writer

ity Hitchcock daily uses this skill
to control the students in his class-

Psychology majors have also been

es. Dr. Wilcox,

It has recently been dis-

addition the psychology department is actually a former espionage spy for the CIA. He left
this job to join in the conspiracy to
take over Dordt College.

no psychology scholarships. They
now think that the department has

covered that the psychology professors have been slowly trying to
take complete control of Dordt's
campus. "It can't be true!" you
say, but a select few psychology
majors have recently uncovered
secrets that these professors

have

been hiding for years.
It seems that there are
more and more psychology majors
as the months go by. What the
student body does not know is that
the psychology professors use
hypnosis to lure students in and
then they use the converted psychology majors to carry out their

the most recent

College officials are still
trying to figure out what the entire
plan is, but it is thought that the
psychology professors are using
events such as the Jubilee year and
movie nights to incorporate

sub-

liminal messages and take over the'
student body. When questioned
about this "master plan," Dr.
Lantinga became incredibly nervous, mumbled sometlting unintelligib~e, and then ran away.

secret plans.
It also seems suspicious

All those who have taken
psychology 201 with Professor
Hitchcock know of his psychic,
mind-reading abilities. Many tltink this
is a hoax, but in real-

2

to college officials that APA writing style (American Psychological
Association) is used not only in
Psychology classes, but also in
Education, Sociology, Social
Work, Business, and HPER.

wondering

for years why there are

Blank spaca

been saving up this money to carry

out the final part of their "master
plan."

The rest of the details still
need to be figured out, but students are being asked to be on the
lookout for suspicious behavior in
these professors and to report any-

laka lditor'. worst

thing out of the ordinary. Officials
expect that the final phase of this
plan is supposed to be carried out
during the Iuly Iubilee celebration

...
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Time is relative ...

A .Notice from the DC Board
Dear Faculty, Staff and
Students,
This notice is an attempt
to provide the necessary infonnation for your participation in a variety of campus issues as well as
awareness of several changes in the
coming academic year.
After several meeting the
Board has decided that the benefits
of a yet-not-existent football team
outweigh the concerns of the
majority of students and faculty.

There was some debate as to the
means of funding such a team; new
facilities and staff are required. We
will of course call, mail and otherwise harass alumni and past supporters but the expected return is
insufficient. Proposals to reduce
the number of professors in the
humanities were rejected, and so
we were left with no choice but to
raise tuition by ten percent each of
the consecutive year until 2010.
There has been some discussion in the past several months

ZIRCON STAFF
SUPREME DICTATOR

SUPPRESSED

Andrea Dykshoorn

Ann Andree
Sara Burgin
Bethany Fopma
Nate Gibson
Rosie Grantham
Jill Hiemstra
Emily Junkin
Leslie Larson
Jesse Veenstra
Rachel Wielenga

ALMOST (BUT NOT QUITE)
SUPREME DICATORS
Jessica Braunschweig
Nicole Vandenb~r

VIOLENCE PRONE PROTEST
SUPPRESSORS
Lynette Andree
Joe Eggebean
Lindsey De Jong
Sarah Myers

Nate Nykamp
Sara Prins
Rachel Volkers

MEDIA CENSORSHIP
Ann Andree
Gloria Ayee
Jessica Braunschweig
Cassie Lokker

BUREAU OF INTERROGATION
Elbert Bakker
Nate Nykamp
Nicole Vandenberg
Bryan Woudstra

MASSES

plete meal plan.
There remains a challenge
on campus to match in spiritual
growth what our HPER program
does for physical growth. We
believe that even if students should
decide not to listen, they cannot
stop themselves from hearing the
message. And so in the hopes that it
will be caught sub-consciously we
have decided to establish a mandatory chapel.

pass much like the Commons or
perhaps some type of global positioning
system
transmitters.
However, as this system is subject
to possible abuses, alternatives are
being considered.

The current models for
recording attendance include a card

The Board

.

Thank you for your time and coop.
eration.
Sincerely,

JJ REED
JI RE&li is regularly maintained b)lo member of. the oppressed

.......

Dear JJ Reed,
I hope this ktter reacbes you in time, because it's the
iL;;iIN'f'~
year. For the past 4 months I've been in love with the most wondeifii

llWSt

I

. ~

.J.

know. y s lion wou 't be so spentte except we re
,a
my shame at
not having been married 3 years ago, I'm afraid I'U never see him again after Dordt. Please teU him
how Ifee! His name is-

SECRET SERVICE
Elbert Bakker
Vanessa Patino
Sara Prins

PRIVACY INFRINGEMENT
Luke Haan

ADVISOR TO THE DICTATOR
Dr. Lorna Van Gilst

ELECTRONIC
OLUTIONARY

about the College foodservices, and
the Board is concerned that Juniors
and Seniors might be receiving
excessive levels of nutrition as well
as life experience in cooking their
own meals. Together with saving
money, these factors could give
upperclassmen
an unreasonably
optimistic view of living on their
own. Therefore a motion has been
passed for the coming academic
year to grant Carrie Foods near
despotic control over food consumption on campus by requiring
every student to purchase a corn-

COUNTER-REVSERVICES

Kirk Struik
Comments and/o~ suggestions for the
Dordtrech Zircon can be sent directly to
any name NOT included on this list.

Yours truly,
Forever Lonely
Miss Forever Lonely,
Sorry miss "Forever Lonely" but I've had enough! Day in and day out you all whine at me: "JJ Reed,
please help me; you say, "1 have a simple problem to fil( but I don't know bow." Well figure it out!
Good Ghandi, I'm not a bloody eight ball! Whatahonl.MY needs?! When is the last time any of you
ever emailed or wrote me asking how lwas doing? Would that be so tough? Contrary to popular belief
my life's not perfect either. My bookshelves ate dusty, my foot's asleep, and 1can't find my pent So as
of right now, until whenever the heck I feel like it, I'm on strike. 1 won't open one more piece of mail;
no matter how serious the envelope appears, how seductive the subject header may be, JJ Reed is officially on bold.
SenotlMy Cervezaplease.
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two weeks left ...

Bajema as new Pope
Poppy Papal bee
Staff Religious Fanatic

White smoke rose high over
the Vatican this past week, indicating the selection of a new pope.
While Public sources
initialy
named a German Benedict for the
new role, the decision has since
been changed. In a unanimous
vote, the 120 cardinals involved in
the conclave to select a new pope,
decided that one Clifford Bajema
was to be ordained by God as the
265th successor of St. Peter,
Though Bajema does not fit
with the usual qualifications set out
by the Vatican for pontification, the
cardinals explained after they were
released from their sequestered
conclave that, "You can't argue
with the Holy Spirit."

Pope John Paul II set the
precedent as one of the only nOTIItalian elected popes, on which
Bajema's election rode. Bajema is
not the only Dutch pope, however,
but follows in the wake of Hadrian
VI, who was elected in 1522 AD
and reigned for only a year and a
half. Bajema has hopes of lasting
a bit longer than his Dutch predecessor.
"You can't argue
with the Holy Spirit."
- Catholic Cardinal
Upon accepting his ordination,
Bajema will be asked two questions. The first requires him to verbally accept the role of pope, to be
carried out for the remainder of his
life, and the second is by what
name he will be addressed as pope.

Selecting a papal name is not
required by the Catholic Church,
but has been tradition since 1009
and has been popular ever since.
Popular sources for papal names
are predecessors and/or favorite
saints. It is rumored that Bajema
is considering "Pope Kuyper I" as
his new papal name. Other names
under
consideration
aie
Dooyeweerd and Calvin.
The one condition that Bajema
had for accepting the papal position
was that a bullet proof encasement
be built to fit his Harley.
Commenting on his acceptance of pontification, Bajema said,
"Following a year as chaplain of
Dordt College, filling the role as
one of the most important spiritual
figures in the Catholic religion will
be a piece of cake!"

ZIRCON

PRESS

Clifford Bajema, soon likely to be known as Pope Kuyper I
waves to excited Catholic believers gathered at the Vatican to
welcome their newly claimed Pope.

Eirst annual "Mass Wedding" to take place'--.-:;;;_I
Mrs. Mary Romantique
Staff Wedding Planner

Though Dordt faculty and students alike will be sad to see
Interim Campus Pastor Clifford
Bajema bid them adieu at the end
of this year, he will be leaving
behind a legacy that will be remembered for generations to come.
Mostly because he will be responsible for those generations. That's
right, as his special goodbye to
Dordt students, Pastor Cliff is
organizing the "Mass Wedding
Bonanza
2005"
(surprisingly,
Dordt's first ever).
The mandatory wedding service will take place the evenings of
May 5th and 6th, in the BJ Haan
auditorium. Don't have a partner?
Don't stress out. Anybody still left
single on the night of the 4th will
be randomly assigned a partner of
the opposite sex by means of lottery, undoubtedly giving a whole
new meaning to the phrase senior
scramble. Aside from the happiness
that will be spread, it is also
believed this event, which Cliff
hopes Dordt v:ill make part of
freshman orientation in the coming
years, will better equip students to
serve God in the outside world:
"Why, all good things come in
twos!" was his joyous
proclamation during our
exclusive Zircon inter-

Right: the Wayside Chapel, just north of Sioux Center, has
been a marital mecca, a symbol of hope for those coming to
Dordt insearch of love, commitment and a rock the size of
President Zylstra's medalion. Above: the interior of the
chapel, where hundreds of couples proclaim, "I thee wed."
view, "Shoes* earrings* socks*
-twins.... I believe that two heads are
better than one. And now when our
students leave Dordt, they will be
leaving with twice as much knowledge of the scripture, twice as
much love for God, and most
importantly, a guaranteed husband
or wife."
But not everyone is greeting
this event with such enthusiasm.

Just ask Professor Sarah Den Boer
who, in the 'early bird faculty draw'
ended up with Professor Leendert
van Beek. "I don't even speak any
foreign languages!" She could be
heard lamenting.
Students with significant others who don't attend Dordt are also
at an impasse, as Pastor Cliff
explained, "We can't risk our students lying about being in other

~pf
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relationships to avoid marriage, so
unless their significant other can
make the wedding, they will be
forced to take part in the lottery."

want to send out students out into
the world
ill-equipped.
And
besides, here at Dordt College, students never stop learning!"

Should it happen that there is a
student left over, they will have to
wait until next year and be paired
with a freshman, possibly postponing their graduation a year.
President Zylstra justifies this by
pointing out "We at Dordt do not

Students around campus have
already begun to get ready for the
big day. Heather Kooiman, one of
the lucky many who already has a
significant other commented ''I'm
so excited! The only problem is
finding a bridesmaid!"

ZIRCON
Date + Dordt - Wedding

Lily Grant
Dating Service
Chesty leRue .
Staff Writer
In a shocking announcement
made yesterday afternoon, President
Zylstra has informed Dordt College Board
members of a new grant from the Lily
Foundation, which was given to Dordt by
Miss Lilly herself, to go towards an oncampus dating service. The service which
will be called "Sacred Alliance" will match
students based on personality compatibility, church denomination, hygiene, and
GPA.
The reactions for the program
have been mixed. Pastor Clifford Bajema
called the program a "Godsend," saying
that with 'Mass Wedding Bonanza 2005'
only weeks away, this program will alleviate some of the stress students may have
towards finding someone.
Kendra Triemstra, who has been
in a relationship for a number of months is
against the pro~am, statin "I had to find
my boyfriend the hard way, don't think
otber people sbould get it easy just because

they were slow on the pick up." Professor
Jay Sbim is also skeptical oftbe idea, saymg the following on the subject: "I am
happy for the students tbis program will
help. However, I am not sure this is the
best way to spend $17.2 billion." Overall
though, it appears the "Huzzah" cries of
singles everywhere are drowning ·out any
nay-Sayers tbe program has.

CCASS"IFIEDS
Wanted:

President Zylstra's Dordt bling. I feel
its ma~icpowers would increase 'my
.
Just ask Nicole Vandenberg, who
luck Wlth the ladies. Will pay $5 or a
IS already deciding what to put on ber
forms. "Well, friends have tried to help me choice of3 items from my minifridge. Contact some pathetic loser at
m tbe past, but I'd really like someone
more professional to take a shot at it."
555-5555.

From the male side of things, David
Kreykes is also excited, saying "Well I'm
not worried about hygiene or GPA. I think
my odds are pretty good." .

Missing:

Personals:

Male senior with a passion for
To apply for a potential mate, stu- bananas seeks female with same
dents are required to pick up the necessary
knowledge of and appreciation for
forms from. Lorna Van Gilst, who will be
bananas. Sex "a-peel" preferable.
analyzing the completed forms and doing
Contact Mike Elders at 722-6614 ..
tbe matching. "I'm not really sure why it
was so expensive," a Zircon mole heard
her commenting. "I'm only getting $10 per
matcb. Altbougb, for an extra $20 from tbe
applying student 1 am willing to take
requests in regards to the matching decisions." When asked where the leftover
funds were being used President Zylstra
quickly muttered sometbing about
Jubilee ... or was it football? .. and stalked
away to his nearby yacht.

Missing:
Commons Electric Possum grinderLast seen in the back of the Carrie
foods truck. Needed ASAP for
tonight's "Mr, Rib" sandwiches.
~,.,
....
:.-.:..

..u

jdll collector at 555-5555.

The Gift sculpture. 5 feet 11 inches
naked, sitting, holding arms up in '
such a way that makes it hard to interpret. Last seen partying in a Rodin
sculpture garden .. Iffound, contact
Jake Van Wyk at 555-5555.
Want a poem about virtually any topic
you choose? Contact Cliff Bajema at
555-5555. Sonnets-Stu Free Verse$8.55 Limencks-$2.99. Apoem about
D?r~t camaraderie: PRICELESS!
tameter for a mere $7.00

--
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(OR IS IT?)
post postmodern age

Goulash
by "Wicky" Sleuth
This one time I made some goulash,
and though my dining spot was not posh,
my meal that night was magical.
It did not end with a popsicle,
my meal was not great because of what anyone said,
and it wasn't because we had freschetta bread.
I felt it time for me to go through this rite of passage,
and I must admit it did not take place within the sanctity of marriage
But at that table I gave in tomy animal impulse,
and I know this is hard to believe but it is not false,
At that point my life reached its vertex,
cuz the cake I had that night was 'better than sex'.

I Hate Writing Poetry
By I.B. Venting
I hate writing poetry
The thought just makes me sick.
When I try to write poems,
My mind just doesn't click.
Why study iambic pentameter,
Or haikus Professors assign?
Interpreting complex metaphors
Drives me out of my mind!
I've stared at Shakespeare's sonnets
And analyzed countless rhymesBut what's the point? I ask myself,
It's just a waste of time.
Some love the deep emotions
And visions poems create;
But when I read a poem,
Frankly, all I feel is hate!
So here's a proposition
(I'm sure most will agree) Let's unite as one against poems
In camaraderie.
* This poem was commissioned
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by Dordt College as part
of the 2005 Jubilee celebrations

Andrea Van Wyk
"Dancing"
tin foil sculpture
"This is one of my
most recent works of
art. The title,
Dancing, is really
"indicative of how I feel
right now. The figure's big head symbolizes all the knowledge that I have
acquired over my four
years at Dordt. I
chose to use tinfoil
because it is a humble medium, but
shines, like I will when
I leave this place.
The figure is positioned in such a way
that he or she is
about to piroette off of
his or her little
square."
--Andrea Van Wyk

Sara Prins
"Mary (25 images)
A reformed hom mage
to Andy Warhol"
graphic design

ZIRCON
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What students want. •
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Ken U. Spare-a-dime
Staff penny-pincher

The second biggest voice in
the survey was from the country
music
(oxymoron 7)
lovers.
Unfortunately, some of the bigger
After a recent survey distribnames in country music, such as
Keith Urban and Rascal Flatts,
uted randomly to students, Dordt
could
not take time out of their
has finally ironed out the minute
busy
schedule
to grace Dordt's
detaiJs of the entertainment schedule for the school year of 05/06.
campus with their company.
Dordt did, however, manage to get
This past school year we have had
the next best thing to Alan
many musicians come and share
Jackson-*NSync.
That's right,
their talent.
The enthusiasm,
however, was slightly lacking. To *NSync is coming to Dordt! Our
first concern was how to get the
find out what could be done so that
more students attend musical
whole group back together in order
to play for us. Luckily.the group
events, the aforementioned survey
was created. After studying the has decided to get along for one
night in order to perform in our
musical preferences of the stuown BJ Haan! Our second condents, a list of potential bands was
created and is now finalized!
cern was that the music would fall
into the 'pop' category, as opposed
According to the Canadians,
to the 'country' category. When
who make up ten percent of the bringing this problem to the band
student body, there is not enough
itself, they said that it would be no
Canadiaa.moosi"""aa1ciJ1j'""'_ ..... el.._IProblem ..zo.rone-dow their, musi
underrepresented.
A few bands
in order to meet our country

were mentioned, such as Arrogant

requirements. After giving us a

Worms and Great Big Sea, but
none of them generated a big a
response as Celine Dian.
Her
music is well-represented in the hit
and quality movie, Titanic-you
might have heard about it a couple
years back.
Needless to say,
Dordt emptied it's apparent 'music'
fund and was able to convince
Celine to make the trek to Iowa to
perform her hit "My Heart Will Go
On" for all the romantics and/or
Canadians on campus.

sample of "Bye Bye Bye" in country style, we have no worries that
we made the right decision.

Right: Celine Dion practising for her up
and coming. performance. Being the
biggest performance that she has agreed
to for the nex t year, she is spending
countless hours in practise.
Below: *NSync performing at a concert
they gave when they were still together.
They have been secretly practising for
the concert here--they do not want
paparazzi's to catch them seeing as how
their name has been smeared too many
times alredy in the National Inquirer.

Celine Dian and *NSync will
be the two major musical event
corning to campus next year. We
had offers from U2, Dashboard
Confessional, and 50 Cent, but we
had to listen to the student voice.
There you go-something new and
exciting to look forward to in the
05/06 school year!

Above photos
courtesy of:
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15 days 'til FREEDOM!!!

Zylstra purchases cheerleaders
Jennifer Holms
Staff Cheerleader
Chaser

Professors
take pay cut
Wade Gretzky
Ice Rink Correspondent
Professors voluntarily took a pay
reduction this .year in order that Dordt
would be able to implement their proposed 1.3 million dollar football team.
"The vision of Dordt College is
to be distinctly distinguished by our
reformed perspective. Football is an
area in need of reformation, and we
are prepared to tackle this kingdom
task. Soli Deo Gloria,"' said one professor [is writing President Zylstra
undermining authority?], also mentioning that enrollment would increase
to three times its current size-Gad's
blessing for Dordt's labor for the kingdom.
As a result of the pay reduction,
professors are currently living below
the poverty line. Professor Mahaffy
has taken on a second job and is currently the Zamboni operator at the All
Season's Center.
"I need food for my family, but I
also know how important football is in
our community and in fulfilling our
vision, and so I am willing to make
sacrifices. "
When the football team is put in
place, Mahaffy anticipates spending
more time wandering around in the
library helping studenis to study how
their breakfast is coming out of their
noses.
Statistics show that football fans
are ignorant and will lower academic
achievement at Dordt. Mahaffy says,
"I want my students to do well, and if
it means more tutoring time and a second job-so be it. My wife and children are very understanding. They
realize that my first priority is to help
Dordt fulfill its vision through football
so that I can glorify God."
Mahaffy is grateful for the $6.75
per hour that he receives driving the
Zamboni 3 times per week. It enables
him to buy rice to feed his family. He
expresses concern, however, for the
other professors who have been
unable to find a second job, even at
Pizza Ranch.
Donations will be accepted for the
professors in a jar in the
library.
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In a bold financial move last
week Tuesday, Dordt College
President Carl Zylstra decided to
purchase the Dallas Cowboys
cheerleaders for the football team
that may be in Dordt's future.
Zylstra, who is very confident in his decision, said at a conference about the matter last
week Thursday, "I think it will
really improve school spirit here
at Dordt. Besides.: what else is
there to spend $3.28 billion on?"
Though the decision appears
quite rash, Zylstra is quite
adamant about the fact that a lot
of thought and praying went into
the whole ordeal.
Though not everyone is as
confident as he is on the maUer,
there are few who oppose the
purchase, most of whom are
women.
Zylstra's wife, Glorla, is one
of them. "What woman in her
right mind would be pleased
about her husband purchasing a
horde of sex symbols?' I'm very
disappointed that I wasn't even
approached about the matter
beforehand. "
Dordt student Tricia Hessing
commented "If you ask me it's
just a ploy to secure the remaining votes necessary to make football at Dordt possible."
Zylstra denies' such claims.

"Believe me," he addressed worried females, "the ladies will not
be leading Dordt into any sort of
compromises. In fact, we already
have the new uniforms for them,
which we feel are quite in tune
with Dordt's world view [pictured]."
In addition to the new uniforms, the cheerleaders will also
be required to take out any
"provocative moves" from their
routines.
Cheerleader
Micaela
Johnson is none to thrilled about
this decision, stating "1 think
we'll look kind of silly just standing there, but if it's what Crazy
Carl [President Zylstra] wants
then I guess we'll have to go with
it. "
These rocking cowgirls will
be enrolled as full-time students
at Dordt, unless married, in
which case they may keep house
for their husbands.
But nothing's definite yet.
Everyone is holding their breath
for the final decision as to
whether or not Dordt will have a
football team.
Many are now curious what
will happen to the cheerleaders if .
the outcome is a negatory one.
Will Zylstra still keep the
girls for his own? "Probably not,"
he said "Though it is a lot of fun,
I'm getting kind of tired of sleep- President Zylstra poses for a picture with cheerleader
Micaela Johnson, cheerful jumping enthusiast.
ing on the couch."
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Defenders compete in Big Dance
Bubba Walters
Staff Underdog
Correspondent
Welcome to Indianapolis,
home of the Indy 500, Pacers, and
the 2006 Final Four. The Dordt
Defenders made history just
weeks ago becoming the first ever
NAJA team to receive an at-large
berth into the "Big Dance" and
now they are looking to add to
history by becoming the first noname college to reach the Final
Four.
The Defenders became the
first 16 seed to win a game as they
upset UCONN. Dordt looked all
but done in this game as they were
down three points with four sec-

onds to play, Coach Greg Van
Soelen made ~ne or"the strangest
move ever putting in "3 point specialist" Chad Huenink, the team
manager. Huenink converted on a
fall-away three-pointer from 35
feet out and then in overtime the
sophomore tandem of Ryan Coon
and Eric Van Maanen took over
scoring the team's first ten points
in the extra session. Coach Van
Soelen said, "I knew Chad would
knock that down. That's where he
is best ...35 feet and beyond."
The Defenders followed up
this historic win with a pounding
over the poor and overrated Iowa
Hawkeyes. The very next game
the Defenders faced .off against
last year's runner-up third seeded

Illinois.
The Defenders
struggled
early as Sean Coon got into early
foul trouble and had to miss most
of the first half. However, Kris
Vander Kooy and rarely used
Luke Ruter took over and dominated the Fighting lllini defense.
The Defenders won the game 8176 and were led by Vander Kooy
with 26 points and 7 rebounds.
Andy Wood set a NCAA tournament record with his 17 assists,
only three more than his season
average.
The Defenders now find
themselves one game away from
the 2006 Final Four. They play
Tuesday night against the secondseeded Iowa State Cyclones.

Wayne Morgan, head coach of the
Cyclones said of the Defenders,
"This team is very good and can
beat any team in the tournament.
Their depth and shooting ability
makes them a scary team to face. "
ESPN commentator and college basketball guru Dick Vitale
added, "Everybody loves Dordt
baby. The GPAC is the best conference baby, and these Defenders
baby, are going to win the title
baby, ooh baby this is awesome
baby.
The Dordt Defenders look to
add to the title of greatest
Cinderella ever and they hope that
the slipper will fit for a few more
games.
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